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The asymptotic dynamics of the percolation model for a bond disordered lattice is studied. 
The velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) is investigated for arbitrary concentration of 
disorder in two and three dimensions using an effective medium approximation (EMA). 
Corrections to the long time tails away from the percolation threshold and to the percolation 
tails at the threshold are calculated. A characteristic time scale for the long time tails is 
identified and found to diverge at the threshold. Sufficiently close to the threshold the two 
types of asymptotic dynamics can be identified clearly for times greater than and less than this 
characteristic time, respectively. An approximate scaling of the EMA equation is obtained 
near the threshold for investigation of the crossover region. More generally, the EMA 
equation is solved numerically for arbitrary concentration in two dimensions to exhibit the 
complete time dependence of the VACF in all domains near and far from the threshold. 

1. Introduction 

Random walks on disordered lattices provide models for the dynamics of a 
wide variety of different physical systems. Because of this broad interest a 
great deal of attention has been given to their analysis, as indicated in two 
recent reviews [l, 21. The objective here is to explore the long time dynamics 
of disordered lattices, which exhibit many of the qualitative features of long 
time dynamics in real fluids [3] and in diffusive systems with static disorder [4] 
such as the Lorentz gas. Of particular interest is the slow power law decay of 
correlation functions, such as the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF), 
with asymptotic behavior like tmd’* for fluids and t-led’* for systems with static 
disorder in dimensions d 22. These “long time tails” are caused by slow 
collective modes of the system, such as hydrodynamic or diffusive modes. 

A strong motivation for this investigation was the computer simulation 
results of Alder and Alley [5] on the two dimensional Lorentz gas of overlap- 
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ping circular scatterers with radius R. This is a continuum percolation model 
with a threshold at a dimensionless density c0 - 0.37, where c = nR*. These 
authors found a long time tail in the VACF - t-a(C) with an exponent decreas- 
ing above the threshold from o(c) - 2 at c -0.03 to a minimum 1.34 at the 
percolation threshold and increasing again below threshold to 2.1 at c - 0.74. 
We propose to interpret this apparent concentration dependence of the expo- 
nent more fundamentally as a crossover between two types of asymptotic 
dynamics, each characterized by a different exponent [6]. One of these is the 
universal long time tail indicated above with an exponent denoted by b, = 
1 + d/2, prominent at low densities away from the threshold. The other 
represents percolation dynamics that applies at the threshold with a different 
exponent, denoted by 6. Our primary support for this idea comes from the 
behavior of VACF and the mean square displacement (r”) for lattice percola- 
tion models. The existence of the long time tails -t-‘-d’2 for the VACF in 
these models above the threshold has been established by mode coupling 
theories [4], exact low density calculations [7-91, effective medium theories 
[lo-151 and computer simulations [16,17]. More extensive studies have been 
made of diffusion in the close vicinity of the percolation threshold, and we 
briefly quote the necessary results from a recent review [2]. Let c denote the 
fraction of non-conducting bonds or sites (called “hard scatterers” when 
interpreted as a Lorentz gas) and let E = (c,, - c) lc, be the relative distance 
from the percolation threshold, c,,. Then the large time behaviour of the mean 
square displacement is given by 

I 
tex ) &>O, 

( r2)(t, &) - tl&pq&yt) - fl-x’y , &=O, 

I&IX-y , &CO) 
(l-1) 

where x = p is the conductivity exponent and x - y = p - 2v (see ref. [IS]). 
The exponent of (r’) below the threshold is frequently expressed in terms of 
the fractal dimension, dh of the random walk, namely 1 - x/y = 2/d:, (see 
chapter 2 of ref. [2]). The values of these exponents are summarized in table I. 
These results imply that the VACF at threshold behaves as twb with b = 
1 + x/y, where b L= 1.34 for two-dimensional lattices. This is about the same 
value as found by Alder and Alley near threshold for the overlapping planar 
Lorentz gas. For the Swiss cheese or the continuum void percolation models in 
two dimensions, table I gives the approximate value b = 1.2. These results 
suggest that the features of the lattice models studied here may have a 
qualitative similarity to the continuum percolation model of a Lorentz gas with 
overlapping scatterers. 

Here, we study the detailed behavior and crossover of the VACF above, at, 
and below threshold. The model considered is a bond disordered lattice with 
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Table I 

Percolation exponents. 

Lorenfz gas [5] 

d=2 

Lattice [ 21 

d=2 
d=3 

Swiss cheese [2] 

d=2 
d=3 

Mean field [ 121 

EMA [18] 

P v x Y d:. b 

B $ 1.3 3.8 

0.44 0.88 2.1 3.4 

B 4 1 0.5-0.7 3.1 

0.44 0.88 2.4-2.6 3.8 

1.0 t 3 3 

1 2 

1.34 

3.0 1.34 
4.9 1.59 

2.3-2.6 1.17-1.24 

5.6-5.7 1.64-1.65 

2 

4 t 

percolation, which is a type of lattice Lorentz gas. Recently, this problem has 
been studied in detail at low concentration [7-91. The VACF has been 
determined for all times exactly through second order in the concentration. 
The expected long time tails are obtained with coefficients determined exactly 
to this order in the concentration. However, for concentrations near percola- 
tion, the exponent for asymptotic decay is different from that for the long time 
tails, indicating a crossover between two types of dynamics as the concen- 
tration approaches its critical value. 

To investigate this problem at these higher concentrations, a more 
phenomenological approach is required. A relatively simple and accurate 
description is given by an effective medium approximation (EMA), which has 
been applied to bond percolation problems on lattices by many authors 
[lo-1.51. However, the interplay and crossover between long time dynamics 
and percolation dynamics in the VACF, which is particularly strong in two 
dimensions, has hardly been considered in the literature [22]. A closely related 
problem is the crossover near the percolation threshold in the spectral density 
of disordered lattices from phonon-type behavior at small frequencies (analog- 
ous to long time dynamics) to fracton type behavior at large frequencies 
(analogous to percolation dynamics). Using the EMA, Derrida et al. [13] have 
calculated the complete scaling function F(x) in eq. (1.1). However, they did 
not address the topic of this paper, namely the crossover in the VACF from 
percolation dynamics to long time tails. The main objective here is to give a 
rather complete description of this phenomenon, both analytically and numeri- 
cally, as a function of the concentration. 
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In the next section, the model is defined and the long time behavior for the 
VACF is given above, at, and below the threshold. In the percolating domain, 
the long time tails plus their subleading corrections are calculated, while in the 
non-percolating domain a more rapidly decaying dynamics is characterized. In 
both cases the amplitudes diverge as the threshold is approached, indicating 
that the expansions are not uniform with respect to the concentration. The 
subleading terms allow identification of a characteristic time scale as a function 
of the concentration to define the domain of validity of these expansions. The 
time scale diverges at the threshold, implying that the domain for the long time 
tails is shifted to infinite times. At large but finite times, the VACF exhibits a 
different algebraic tail characteristic of the dynamics at the percolation 
threshold. Three distinct domains of dynamics are identified corresponding to 
short time behavior, intermediate time percolation dynamics, and long time 
tails. The size and location of each domain depends on the concentration; 
sufficiently close to the threshold each can be identified clearly, while far from 
the threshold the percolation dynamics domain vanishes. 

In section 3, the EMA is written in a scaled form appropriate for concen- 
trations near the threshold. There is no exact scaling in either two or three 
dimensions to represent all three domains. However, for dimensionality d > 2 
the EMA results for the VACF in the vicinity of the threshold can be 
represented in a scaling form IslX’FO( I&IYt) for the percolation dynamics and in 
a correction to scaling I.$“Fi(j~(~t), with X’ < x”, for the long time tails. Thus, 
near the threshold the long time domain vanishes relative to the percolation 
dynamics for d > 2. In two dimensions, where the exponents x’ and X” are 
equal, this is no longer the case. Although the scaling is not exact, the residual 
dependence on concentration is only logarithmic. 

In section 4, the crossover behavior of the VACF and its Fourier transform is 
presented over a wide range of times and frequencies for the two-dimensional 
case. The results are obtained by numerical solution of the complete EMA 
equation both above and below threshold for a range of concentrations near 
and far from the critical value. The transition between the various asymptotic 
domains is clearly demonstrated as a function of time, frequency and concen- 
tration. Finally, in section 5, the EMA results for the VACF are summarized in 
terms of scaling laws and corrections to scaling. Also, some connection with 
other theoretical results and computer simulations is noted. 

2. Effective medium approximations 

A general class of disordered lattice problems can be described by a 
Markovian process with a master equation of the form 
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(2.1) 

where p,,(t) is the probability for occupation of site IZ at time t. The transition 
rates w,, from lattice site m to site II are nonzero only for nearest neighbors. 
They depend on one or more random variables that represent the statistical 
disorder of the lattice. The lattice is taken to be a d-dimensional cubic lattice 
with unit lattice distance and periodic boundary conditions. The N sites are 
labeled by II = (n,, n2,. . . , nd) and their nearest neighbors are labeled by 
II + p. The percolation model for a bond disordered lattice is obtained by 
removing at random a fraction, c, of the bonds (n, n + p). Then the transition 
rates are random variables with a bond-independent probability distribution, 

W 
n,n+p 

with probability c , 

with probability 1 - c (2.2) 

One of the most important dynamical properties of the disordered lattice is the 
VACF, defined in terms of the mean square displacement by 

V(t) = +(d’ldt’)(r*)(t) 

= $(d*/dt*)N-’ c (n, - m,>*(p(n, t/m)) . 
n,m 

(2.3) 

Here p(n, tjm) is the solution to (2.1) with p(n, O/m) = S,,. The brackets ( ) 
denote an average over the random variables, w,,,+~. It is convenient to 
introduce a function q(z) that is proportional to the Laplace transform of the 
VACF, 

ic 

W(z) = 2d dt e-“V(t) . (2.4) 

In the EMA the function !P(z) is determined from the self-consistency 
requirement (see eq. (6.80) of ref. [l]) 

(An,n+p /D - %+,,,+,1) = 0 > (2.5) 

where 

A n,n+p = W) - 2dw,,,+p 7 
(2.6) 

R(z) = (dP)-‘(1 - (zl?P)Z(zlP)} . 
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Here L(z) is the single site lattice Green’s function for a d-dimensional simple 
cubic lattice, 

L(z) = (2~)~ 1 -. - _/ dCd’q[z + w( /J)]-’ , 
--?I --71 

44 = ; c P - cos(Pq)l7 
P 

(2.7) 

where pq = p - q is an inner product. After some rearrangements, eq. (2.5) 
reduces to 

d!P(l - c - !P) = (1 - ?P){?P - zL(zIllF)} . cw 

Although approximate, the EMA preserves several exact properties. The 
diffusion coefficient, defined by D = W(0)/2d, is given in the EMA by 

1 
D=%x 

E, c<cg, 

0, c>cg, (2.9) 

where E = (c, - c) lc, and c,, = (d - 1) ld is the percolation concentration. This 
value for c0 is exact for the square lattice in d = 2. The expansion of !P(z) in 
powers of the concentration is exact for all z up through first order in c, and 
gives a very good approximation for the second order coefficient. Also, an 
expansion in 2-l is exact for all c up through second order [9]. These results 
indicate that the EMA might be a reasonable approximation over the whole 
parameter space, particularly for d = 2. 

In the remainder of this section we indicate the long and short time limit of 
q(t) = 2dV(t), calculated at fixed concentration. These long time limits can be 
obtained from the small z expansion of the EMA equation. The details are 
given in appendix A. Three cases are distinguished, E > 0 (corresponding to 
c < co), E = 0, and E < 0. The results are then 

Cu.re (a): Above the percolation threshold (E > 0) 

q/(t) _ - Q - &) t-2 
IT& 

1+ 4 (&)-l ln 1 
1 

d=2, 
T 7 ’ 

(b(t)- -- - 3A (I - &) t-s/2[1 + BtE2tj-11 , 

8lfE E312 
d=3, 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

where A, B and T are constants defined in appendix A. 
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Case (b): Below the percolation threshold (e < 0) 

In this case q(z) is analytic in z about z = 0, and the small z expansion 
(A.lO) is not Laplace invertible. The specific functional dependence on t 
therefore is not determined by this expansion, but the long time decay is of 
exponential order. In the next section a more explicit form will be given. 

Case (c): At the percolation threshold (e = 0) 

*(t) - - & [ln(Ct)]1’2t-“‘2 , d=2, 

l)(t) - -& t-3’2 + & t-7/4 3 d=3, 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where C, a, and b are constants defined in appendix A. 

An important characteristic of the expansions away from the threshold is a 
divergence in the amplitude of the leading asymptotic time dependence as 
E + 0. The fact that the expansions are not uniform in E is clear from the first 
correction terms indicated in case (a). They show that the asymptotic form is 
approached only for times greater than K2. As E -+ 0, this time domain shifts 
out to infinite times, while at long but finite times the dynamics of case (c) 
takes over, as will be shown in the next section. 

There is a third domain for very short times, t < 1, which is not affected by 
the percolation threshold, as the random walk has not yet probed the connec- 
tivity of the underlying structure. To describe this short time domain, the EMA 
equation (2.8) is solved as a power series in l/z using 

L(z) = 2-l - Y2 + Y3(2d + 1)/2d +. . . (2.14) 

with the result, valid for large z % 1: 

T(z) = 1 - c - z-%(1 - c)ld - Y2c(1 - c){2d - 1- (2d - 3)c}/2d2. 

(2.15) 

The corresponding form for the VACF, q(t), valid for t =e 1 can be obtained 
from a term-by-term Laplace inversion of (2.15). The high frequency term, 
W(a) = 1 - c, yields a delta function (1 - c)s(t). The EMA result up to order 
z -’ included is exact for all concentrations. Higher order terms, however, are 
not exact, as a comparison with ref. [8] shows. 
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3. Crossover dynamics 

The crossover between the three types of long time dynamics can be 
investigated by direct numerical solution of the EMA equation, and the results 
of such a calculation are presented in section 4. However, for very small 1~1 it 
is possible to extract the crossover behavior analytically from the asymptotic 
form of the EMA equation. Since there is a wide range of times for which each 
of the three types of dynamics is applicable near the threshold, we present this 
analysis first. 

The results of section 2 indicate that the characteristic time scale separating 
the different domains is proportional to E-*. Accordingly, the EMA equation is 
written in terms of the scaled variables, 

?P*(z*) =2!P(z)l~&~(l- &) , z* = Z/E2 . (3.1) 

The factor (1 - e) is not relevant near the threshold, but is convenient for 
representing the results of the numerical evaluation of the EMA at larger 
positive E values in section 4. The corresponding scaled time dependent 
quantities are 

$*(t*) = 21j/(t)l\e)3(1 - E) ) t* = &*t . (3.2) 

For small E, the EMA equation takes the form 

?P** -2&P* - [4z*l(d- l)]L(2z*I&ll**) =o, (3.3) 

where (T = sgn(.s). The three different time domains of interest correspond to 
e-*+z* (short times), l-~z*+e-* (percolation dynamics), and z* Q 1 (long 
times). For sufficiently small ) EJ, all domains can be identified clearly. In the 
following, we analyze eq. (3.3) in the range z* 4 E-*, and therefore concen- 
trate only on the crossover between long time and percolation behavior. The 
crossover to short time behavior, which is independent of the percolation 
threshold, is discussed in section 4. 

The long time behavior for E > 0 is qualitatively different from that for E < 0. 
In the former case there is a crossover from percolation dynamics to long time 
tails, whereas in the latter case there is a crossover to a more rapidly decaying 
dynamics. However, it will appear that the percolation dynamics is the same 
for both cases. 

The analysis is based on the assumption that z* I E) lck** 4 1 when both z* and 
1~1 are small. This assumption is verified a posteriori. Then the function L(X) in 
eq. (3.3) can be expanded for small values of its argument using eqs. (A.l) and 
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(A.2) of appendix A. Consider first the case of three dimensions. Then eq. 
(3.3) reduces to 

w*2 - 2&* - 2z*[L, - A(2z*]s] /W*)1’2] = 0 (3.4) 

or, equivalently, 

W*(z*) = (+ + (1 + 2z*[L, - A(~z*]E]IW*)~‘~]}~‘~. (3.5) 

In the percolation dynamics domain, 1 G z* 4 E-*, the term containing 1 E( can 
be neglected, leaving P* - v + [l + 4~~.z*]“~ , with a2 = L,/2. It is easily 
verified that this result is consistent with the assumption that (E/Z* lF* 6 1. 
The corresponding time dependent function for c2 + t* e 1 is found to have the 
universal (E independent) form 

G*(t*) - -(alv%)1’2t*-3’2 exp(-t* /4a2) . (3.6) 

This expression is equal to the second derivative of the closed form expression 
for the mean square displacement derived in eq. (27) of Derrida et al. [13], and 
is valid in the same time interval. Comparison with eq. (2.13) identifies this as 
the percolation dynamics with a small exponential modulation. This result 
applies for small ]E( both above and below the threshold. 

To calculate the long time behavior it is necessary to obtain the solution to 
eq. (3.5) for z* =G 1. It might appear that the term proportional to (~1 could be 
neglected as above. However, this term gives a square root branch point for 
E > 0 which determines the leading long time dependence. It can be treated as 
a perturbation and (3.5) simplifies for small z* to 

W*(z*) - u + 1 + z*[L, - A(2z*]s] /!P*)1’2] . (3.7) 

Above the threshold (T = 1 and iteration of this equation gives ??* - 2 - 

A~r’*z*~‘~, plus terms analytic at z* = 0. This implies the long time tail of eq. 

(2.11) 

cCI*(t*) - -(3AE1’2/4T1’2)t*-5’2 , (3.8) 

which is valid for t* S 1. However, the amplitude is seen to be proportional to 
& “‘. The crossover to long time tails therefore vanishes as E+ 0 in three 
dimensions. 

Below the threshold u = -1 and iteration of eq. (3.7) leads to ?P* - 
z*[L, - A(~z*(E( lL,)“2] which is regular around z* = 0. This result agrees 
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with the small z-behavior of eq. (A.lO) obtained at fixed E < 0, when Is] 
approaches zero. The associated time dependence is not uniquely determined 
by this expansion, but has the general form 

$*(t*) - B*(t*) exp(-z*ot*) , (3-9) 

where t* > 1. Here z: is the location of the singularity of ?P*(z*) nearest to the 
origin, and B*(t*) is a function varying more slowly than the exponential. As 
indicated above, there are no long time tails for E < 0. However, the percola- 
tion tails -t*-3’2 of eq. (3.6) are observed as intermediate behavior for 
.?*<t*-@1. 

Next consider the case of two dimensions. Use of eq. (A.l) in eq. (3.3) 
yields the asymptotic EMA in two dimensions, 

W*(z*) = sgn(c) + [l + (~z*/IT) ln(4!P* /z*)c])]“* . (3.10) 

There is now an inherent E dependence due to the In] E contribution that cannot 
be removed by scaling. In the percolating domain, z* ln(P* /z*) ~1) %- 1 and eq. 
(3.10) reduces to P* - [(4z* /n) ln(4!P*/z*]c])]“2 . The solution to this equa- 
tion is given by eq. (A.8) of appendix A, 

!P*(z*) - [(2z* /7~) ln(32/nz*c*)]r’* . (3.11) 

The corresponding time dependence is the percolation dynamics of eq. (2.12), 

+*(t*) - -(7Ffi)-1[ln(Ct*/.52)]1’2t*-3’2 . (3.12) 

For intermediate times where l< z* ln(?P*l]c]) the quantity ln(!P* /z*) 
changes only very slowly and the time dependence is given qualitatively by 
(3.12) with an exponential modulation similar to (3.6). Again, these results 
hold both above and below the threshold. 

The long time dynamics is obtained from the z* Q 1 behavior, for which 
z* ln(?P* /z*)E]) + 1. Then eq. (3.10) reduces to 

!P*(z*) - (T + 1 + (22” /fl) ln(4!P* /z*]E]) . (3.13) 

For E > 0, c = 1 and iteration leads to the solution 

Q*(z*) - 2[1- (z* /T) ln(z*]c] /8)] . (3.14) 
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This corresponds to the long time tails of eq. (2.10) in two dimensions as 
E-0, 

(cl*@*) - -(2/Tr)t*-2. (3.15) 

In contrast to the three-dimensional case, the amplitude of this tail is indepen- 
dent of E, and thus competitive with the percolation dynamics. Below the 
threshold, (T = -1 and eq. (3.13) yields $* - (2z*/~r) ln(4?P*/z*jcI). This has 
the solution given by eqs. (A.lO) and (A.12) of appendix A, 

‘P*(z*) - (~z*/IT) ln(8/nja() , (3.16) 

which is regular around z* = 0. The associated time dependence is therefore 
similar to eq. (3.9) for the three-dimensional case. 

In summary, eqs. (3.5) and (3.10) are the asymptotic forms for the EMA 
equation at small & in two and three dimensions, respectively. They describe 
the complete crossover between long time and percolation dynamics both 
above and below the threshold, as indicated by the above analysis. 

4. Numerical results 

A more quantitative description of the crossover behavior between these 
different types of dynamics near the threshold is easily obtained from numeri- 
cal solution to eqs. (3.5) and (3.10). More generally, for larger F values it is 
necessary to solve the full EMA equation (2.8). To illustrate the results, we 
consider in detail the most interesting case of two dimensions for a wide range 
of concentrations above and below the threshold. For real w*, the real and 
imaginary parts of P*(z* = iw *) are proportional to the Fourier cosine and 
sine transforms of $*(t). The corresponding time correlation function @*(t*) is 
then obtained by Fourier inversion. To help interpret the results in the 
frequency representation note when ?P*(z*) is regular around z* = 0,then 
Re[!P*(iw*) - W*(O)] - w*’ and Im ly(io*) - w* for small w*. On a log-log 
plot these curves would have slopes 2 and 1, respectively. Furthermore, in the 
asymptotically large frequency domain, eq. (2.15) implies that the log-log 
plots of Re P* and Im ‘P* would have slopes 0 and - 1. 

Consider first the case E > 0 far above the threshold. Figs. la and lb show, 
respectively, the real and imaginary parts of Ilr* (iw*) for c = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 
0.45 and 0.49. Eq. (3.14) gives the asymptotic behavior [Re P* - 2]- w* and 
Im ?P* - - w* ln(aw*) for w* G 1. This characterizes the long time tails and 
appears in figs. la, b as the domain with slope 1. In this domain Re P* is 
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E * 2E-11 
\ 

E l 2E-8 

\ 

n 

E - 2E-5 \k 
c - 2E-3 

t = 2E-3 _& 

45 

Fig. 1. P*(z* = iw*) above threshold. Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of [?v*(io*) - Y*(O)] are 
shown as a function of o* for several values of c and E E (c, - c) /c,. (?og used in all figures.) 
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universal, while Im ?P* shows a weak logarithmic dependence on E. For large 
w*, ?P* is regular and, as noted above, the real and imaginary parts should 
approach log-log slopes of 0 and -1, respectively. The crossover to this high 
frequency limit is seen to occur for w* > se2 - l-10 for these values of F. The 
shift of this domain to larger frequencies, as E decreases, marks the formation 
of a new intermediate frequency domain which is the percolation dynamics. 
For a large E there is a simple short time dynamics (w* > a-‘) and long time 
tails (w* < 1). 

Next we consider in figs. la, b the same quantities, still above threshold, but 
for much smaller &(a = 2 X 10w3, 2 X 10e5, 2 X lo-’ and 2 X lo-“), with E = 
(cO - c) /c, = 1 - 2c. Th e d omain of long time tails is unchanged, but the short 
time dynamics occurs only for larger frequencies than those shown. Instead, 
the region 1< o* c e-2 is characterized by eq. (3.11), representing the perco- 
lation dynamics, for which both Re q* and Im P* have slopes z f on the 
log-log plot. Again, there is a weak logarithmic dependence on E in this 
domain, reflecting the breakdown of scaling in two dimensions. The crossover 
between long time tails and percolation dynamics is seen to occur for 10e2 < 
w*<lo”, 

Figs. 2a, b show the same data for concentrations below threshold. It was 
shown in section 3 that the percolation dynamics is the same just above and 
just below the threshold; so the domain 1 < w* < cm2 is essentially unchanged 
from fig. 1. However, below threshold, there are no long time tails. Instead, 
!P* is regular for w * < 1, and the real and imaginary parts have slopes 2 and 1, 
respectively, on the log-log plots. This crossover between percolation 
dynamics and the regular low frequency form (exponential time decay) is 
clearly shown in fig. 2. Here the low frequency behavior is not universal as in 
fig. la. 

The larger values of c (c P 0.51) shown in fig. 2 indicate the approach to 
short time dynamics at the highest frequencies. Since this corresponds to 
w* > 1c/-‘, the domain of short time dynamics dominates the percolation 
dynamics far above the threshold, just as it does far below. The percolation 
dynamics is evident for (E( = 2 X lo-‘, 2 X lo-“, 2 X lo-* and 2 X lo-” and 
o* B 0.1. The domain o* G 0.1 shows regular small frequency behavior (A.lO) 
where the coefficients have logarithmic (&l-dependence as given through 
(A.13). 

We proceed with the calculations of the time dependence of the velocity 
autocorrelation function (VACF) by Fourier inversion of the numerically 
obtained solution to the EMA equation (2.9). We were able to obtain results 
over a time interval 10m2 < t* < 1000. Figs. 3a and 4a show +*(t*) vs t* above 
and below threshold, respectively. Figs. 3b and 4b show the unscaled quantities 
G(t) vs t for the same e-values. There is no percolation dynamics for c 6 0.45 
and c B 0.55; the scaled and unscaled graphs are qualitatively the same. They 
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Fig. 2. Same as figs. la and b except below threshold. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Scaled VACF +*(t*), above threshold. (b) Unscaled VACF e(t), above threshold. 
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Fig. 4. Same as figs. 3a and b, except below threshold. 
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show crossover from short time dynamics to long time tails in fig. 3. Below 
threshold (fig. 4) the short time dynamics crosses over to exponential decay, as 
expected. 

Close to the threshold a percolation domain develops for E* < t* < 1 or 
1 < t < E-*. The percolation dynamics shows a weak logarithmic E- dependence 
(see eq. (3.12)) that also exists in the frequency domain. This occurs for small 
1.~1 and t* < 10 (figs. 3a and 4a). The long time tail, derived in eq. (2.10), is 
essentially given by the lower envelope of fig. 3a for t* B 40. Evidently the final 
crossover to long time tails at small F occurs only at t* = 100. 

Finally, we consider the exponential decay of the VACF below the percola- 
tion threshold or, equivalently, the crossover times from critical dynamics to 
exponential decay, as a function of the concentration c. A numerical estimate 
of the characteristic decay time is obtained from the ratio of the coefficients in 
the small z-expansion (A.10) of !-P(z), namely T(E) - Icz~(E)/(Y,(E)/. The relev- 
ant data are plotted in fig. 5. They show that the dominant &-dependence is 

given by (Y* - J~1-l and CQ - IcI-“, as derived in (A.13). 
An alternative estimate, rl(.s), for the exponential decay time can be 

obtained from the data in fig. 4a by assuming that the VACF is qualitatively 

Fig. 5. Coefficients, a,(&) and a,(~), in small z expansion of !P(z) (see eq. (A.lO)). Also shown is 
estimate of decay time T(E)=((Y~(E)/(Y~(E)(. The asymptotic form of (Y,(E) from eq. (A.12) is 
represented by the dotted line. 
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given by !P(t) - exp( - tlri(c)). The resulting r,(s)-values are proportional to 
T(E) above. The constant of proportionality varies from 1.5 at c = 0.9 to = 3.0 
at the small E-values in fig. 4a. 

5. Discussion 

We summarize the EMA results in terms of scaling forms and corrections to 
scaling for dimensionality d > 2 (see eq. (3.13) of ref. [2]). The essential input 
in the EMA equation (2.8) is the dominant small z behavior and the dominant 
small z singularity, given in eq. (A.2). For d = 2 both types of terms coincide. 
From eq. (3.5) we obtain the scaling form for small 1.~1 with d > 2: 

C&(2*) = u + [1+ 4a2z*]“* ) (5.2) 

where again u = sgn(a), a* = L,l(d - l), and z* = z/c’. The scaling function 
&o(x) is regular and describes the percolation dynamics. To obtain the corre- 
sponding function in the time representation, it is convenient to calculate first 
the mean square displacement by inverting the Laplace transform of P(z, E)/ 
z2. This yields the scaling form of eq. (1.1) for d > 2 [13]: 

(r2)(t, &) = tlE(T(JEJyt) 

with x = 1, y = 2, and F((EI~~) = F(t*) given by 

F(t*) = i(( U + 1) + (2a2/t*) 

m 

_ 8a3t*-3/2 e-t*/4a2 

I 
ds e-‘(1 - s)[n(l + 4~~~lt*)]-“~ 

I 
. (5.3) 

0 

It has been written in this form to show explicitly that the last term inside the 
brackets is decreasing exponentially fast. We further note that the above results 
and eq. (A.9) imply that the mean square displacement at threshold -t”* - 
t 2’dL, where dk = 4 is the fractal dimension of the random walk. This is the 
same exponent as obtained for the mean square displacement of a random 
walk on a one dimensional random walk (see eq. (8.18) of ref. [l]). The time 
dependent VACF is obtained from the mean square displacement by differen- 
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tiating twice (see eq. (2.3)) to obtain the asymptotic form for d > 2, 

with the scaling function 

F,(t*) = (cl*(t*) = -(a/fi)t*m3’2 e-r*‘4az (5.5) 

This is the percolation dynamics that dominates at the threshold, or more 
precisely, for [cl2 % t* < 1. 

Next, we include the singular terms z-‘+~‘~ in L(z) which are responsible for 
the long time dynamics away from the threshold, and obtain from eq. (2.8) 
corrections to scaling: 

4,(x) = A(~x)~‘~[~~(x)]~-~‘~{(~ - 1)(+,(x) - a)}-’ . (5.7) 

Again using eq. (2.3), the corresponding time correlation function is found to 
be, for d>2, 

$(t, E) = ;[e3&,(t*) + E2+d’2Fl(t*)] . (5.8) 

These results generalize eq. (5.4) to the entire time domain t* s ) E(‘, The 
qualitative behavior of F,(t*) follows from (5.2), (5.6) and (5.7) as 

t *-1-d/2 
(t*@l, E>o), 

F,(f*) - f*-‘-d’J (c’==s t* << 1) ) (5.9) 
“exp(- t*)” (t*91, E-CO), 

where “exp(-t*)” indicates that the long time behavior is of exponential type, 
The coefficients of all algebraic terms for d = 3 are given in section 3 and can 
be calculated simply for general d. In the limit E = 0 these equations yield the 
percolation dynamics $(t, E) - -tC3’2 + t-‘-d’4. The last term represents the 
subleading critical tail for d < 6. 

The results in eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) above threshold represent also the long 
time tails, and illustrate the complex relationship between critical and asym- 
ptotic dynamics. For any fixed E above the threshold there exists a time IT 
such that for t* > ty the term F1 in eq. (5.8) with an algebraic tail dominates F,, 
with an exponential decay. To obtain an estimate for IT in three dimensions 
we equate both terms in (5.6), yielding the transcendental equation tT = 
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~A(E/uv~))“~ exp(tT/4a*). The solution is approximately described by tr = 
7 - qln(c) over the interval lo-* < E < lo-‘. Unfortunately, we have no esti- 
mate for t: in the two-dimensional case. 

The equation corresponding to (5.8) for two-dimensional systems exhibits an 
additional complication, where the correction to scaling is of the same order in 
E as the leading term. The above analysis for d > 2 breaks down because the 
dominant singularity and dominant small z behavior of L(z) coincide. The 
detailed analysis and numerical solution of the EMA equation for d = 2 was 
presented in sections 3 and 4. 

Below the threshold, eq. (5.8) shows a crossover from percolation dynamics 
with a critical tail tm3’* to an exponential decay on a time scale determined by 
T(C) - ]cu,/cu,] with coefficients determined from eqs. (A.lO)-(A.13). The mean 
square displacement is obtained from !P(z, c)/z* in eq. (A.10) by Laplace 
inversion and is bounded by a constant for long times, (r*)(t, E) 2: cq(~) /2d = 
Rt. The behavior of these quantities near threshold is given by eq. (A.13) and 
is related to the critical exponents in eq. (1.1) as RL - IEI~-~ and T(E) - j&I-‘. 
The EMA values of these exponents are very different from mean field values 
(see table I). 

We also consider the average density, N(E), of eigenstates for the master 
equation (2.1) ( i.e., C,L,,g, = Eg,). This density is related to the single site 
Green’s function, p,J- E + iO), by (see eq. (2.8) of ref. [2]) 

N(E)=-$Imp,,(-E+iO). (5.10) 

The EMA for p&z) is obtained from eq. (2.7) by replacing w(q) by o(q)!P(z) 
(see eq. (6.81) of ref. [l]), so that 

PO(Z) = L(zl?P(z)) /T(z) . (5.11) 

This yields for the spectral density above or at threshold at small E-values a 
phonon or fracton type behavior, respectively, 

N(E) - ;l:iZf_lncE)1”2 
(E>O, d=2), 

(& = 0) 7 

and 

l+dlZ 

N(E) - ;I,,2 _ E-l+d,/2 
(E>O, d>2), 

(& = 0) 3 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

with a spectral dimension d, = 1 [13]. 
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shows the effective exponent increases. This in indeed the qualitative behavior 
observed by Alder and Alley for the Lorentz gas. 

For the model described here the amplitudes of the long time tails actually 
diverge at the threshold, indicating that it is not the physicaly relevant 
dynamics near threshold. This divergence of the amplitudes for the long time 
tails has been predicted for fluids by Keyes [22] on the basis of a scaling law 
like eq. (5.4) and an ansatz that the percolation dynamics and long time tails 
agree over some finite time interval. His basic idea is to equate the two forms 
of dynamics at some intermediate time, t,. In three dimensions, equating the 

forms in eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) gives an amplitude for the long time tail relative 
to that for the percolation dynamics, A/A, = t,. Since A, is independent of E 
and the time scales as sy, the amplitude A should diverge as ey. This argument 
fails for the case considered here because y = -2, while the explicit form of eq. 
(2.11) shows that A diverges as E-~‘~. Since the scaling does hold, the failure of 

the method lies in the assumption that there exists a t, for which both forms of 
dynamics apply. 
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Appendix A 

Long time limits 

The long time limits of section 2 are calculated from the small z dependence 
of 1E. This is determined from eq. (2.9) and the asymptotic form of L(z) [9], 

I 
; l-f ( > In:+& (d = 2) , 64.1) 

L(z) - 

L,+zL,-AZ -1+d’2(1-%z) (d>2), (A-2) 

where L, = L(0) and A = n(d/2m)‘+d’2Q-d/2), where L(0) - 1.51638 for 
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d = 3. The explicit value of L, is not needed. The term containing A represents 
the dominant small z singularity for general d. Explicit results are given for 
d=2 and d=3. 

Consider first the case of E > 0. For three dimensions 9’(z) can be expanded 
in powers of z”‘, 

?P(z) = a, + u1P2 + a22 + u3z3/* + a4z2 + usz5’2 + * . . ) d=3. 

(A.3) 

Substitution of eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) into the EMA equation (2.8) determines 
the coefficients to be 

a,=&, a, =o, u* = (1- E)L(J2& ) 

u3 = -(l- E)A/~E”‘~, u4 = -(l - &)(4e3)-‘[L; -2&L,] ) (A.41 

us = (1 - E)(&~‘*)~‘A[L,,(~ - E) + 3~1. 

The two-dimensional case is somewhat more complicated due to the logarit- 
hmic terms in eq. (A. 1). The expansion now has the form 

q(z) = b, + b,z ln(z/8&) + b,[z ln(z/8&)]* + b,z* ln(z/8&) + b,,z2 + . . . . 

d=2, 

with 

bo=E, b, = -(l- a)/~&, b, = b,is*s- , 

b, = -(l + 2b,)b,/2&, b, = -b,/2E. 

Next consider E = 0. Then eq. (2.8) simplifies to 

?P* = (1 - !P)zL(zIP) l(d - 1) 

and use of eqs. (A.l) and (A.2) gives the results 

W(z) - [(2/2n) ln(32/7Fz)]“* , d=2, 

where the terms neglected are of relative order (ln(ln z])/ln t, and 

q(z) - a?2 + b_z3’4 , d=3, 

with a2 = L,/2 and b = -(A/~)u-~‘~. 

(A3 

64.6) 

(A.71 

(‘4.8) 

(A.9) 
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Finally, for E > 0, eq. (2.9) gives P(O) = 0 and the expansion is 

!P(z) = (Y1z + CY2z2 + . * * . 

Substitution of (A.10) into eq. (2.8) gives 

&(d - l)cu, -+- L( 1 /‘y*) = 0 ) 

a2 = -(d - l)(l+ I&I)a;[(d - l)[+; + L’(llcu,)]-’ . 

57 

(A.10) 

(A.ll) 

Here L’ denotes the derivative of L with respect to its argument. Eq. (A.ll) is 
a transcendental equation for al. Near E = 0, czl behaves as 

(4W ln@/nld), d=2, 

ffl - (A.12) 
a21al-’ ) d=3, 

and (Ye - -(Y t/ I E(. These results for the small z dependence of q(z) agree with 
those of Odagaki et al. [lo], and extend them to the next leading order for the 
case E > 0. Near c = 1, eq. (A.ll) can be solved as a power series in p = 1 - c, 
using (2.14) and E(d - 1) = dp - 1. The result is 

cq=dp+d(d++)p’+..., a,=-d$+~ (A.13) 

The long time dependence of I/J(~) for E 2 0 is obtained using the Tauberian 
theorems of table II. For E > 0 they give 

b,t-'[l + (4/7r.~~)t-’ ln(t/T)] , d=2, (A.14) 

*(t) - 
(a,lr(- ;))t-""[l + B(s2t)-1] , d = 3 . (A.15) 

Table II 
Tauberian theorems. 

W)W (2 + 0) f(t) (t+=9 
I-(- a)zU t -1-o 

2” In(z) (-l)n+‘n!t-l-” 
z”(ln(2))’ (-1)‘2n![ln(t) - $(n + 1)]tP” 
Q-a).9 ln(l/z) [In(t) - Jr(-a)]t-‘-” 
r(-~)z”(ln(Clz)]~ [In(t) - $(-a)]st-‘-“{l + order(ln*(t)} 

cr#O,1,2,... #(x) = d ln(r(x)) /dx (ref. 131) 
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Here B = -SU,E~/~U, = $[L,(5 - E) + 3~1 and 7 = (8&)-l exp[-.s(n + 2)/4 + 
2 - ~1, where y is Euler’s constant. Similarly, for E = 0 they lead to 

i 

-A [ln(Ct)]1’2t-3’2 ) d=2, (A.16) 

Icl(t) - 

(aK(- $))t-3’2 + (b/Q- f))t-7’4 ) d=3, (A.17) 

with C = (2’/71) exp(y - 2) -9.821. To obtain (A.16) the last Tauberian 
theorem of table II has been used, in which terms of relative order (In(t)))’ 
have been neglected. Below the percolation threshold, E < 0, F(z) is analytic 
in z and the first two terms in eq. (A.ll) do not uniquely determine the long 
time dependence of G(t). If z,,(&) is the location of the first singularity in ?P(z) 
near z = 0, then +(t) is bounded by exp(-zz,t) , 

+!r(t) - B(E, t) e-‘ro(E)‘t . (A. 18) 

The fact that both a,(&) and (Ye diverge at E = 0 suggests that the amplitude 
B(E, t) and exponent z~(E) also diverge in this limit. Eqs. (A.14)-(A.18) are 
the results used in section 2. 

Appendix B 

Numerical techniques 

This appendix deals with the dimensionless variables z, o, t, T(z) and q’(t) 
introduced in section 3. The asterisk is dropped for convenience. We are 
interested in t- and o-values with 10m2 < t < lo3 and 10m5 < w < 104. 

First we calculate F(z) for z = io. We used a software library routine to 
solve the transcendental eq. (2.8) for complex q(z), written in the form 

f(9) - R(P)) = 0, with f(?P) = q(z) - F(O). Another method, iteration of 

f,+i = Rf, (n = 0,1,2, . . .), does not converge. The velocity autocorrelation 
function has a singular part at t = 0. Therefore, attention is focused on the 
remainder, ‘P+(z) = Y’(z) - P(m). For t > 0 one has 

ICC dz 
T 

$(t) = 1 s e”‘lu,(z) = 5 1 do cos(ot) Re P+(iw) . 
-in; 0 

03.1) 

By defining (cl(t) = $(-t) for t < 0, the inverse Laplace transform for z = io has 
been expressed as a cosine transform. In the numerical evaluation of the VACF 
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in the time interval specified above, we choose an appropriate o, for numerical 
integration, beyond which we carry out the integral (semi)analytically. The 
simplest choice is assuming Re Y constant for w > w,,.,: Re !P(io) = Re W(io,). 
The remaining integral has a strongly oscillating integrand for o and t 
sufficiently large. The small long time results (t-’ or e-‘) are obtained by 
adding and subtracting large numbers. The simple “cutoff’ choice yields results 
that oscillate around the expected long time behavior of e(t). This is explained 
by the finite numerical accuracy in ?P(iw), amplified by the (in general) 
non-continuous derivative of !P and o,, induced by the constant continuation 
for w>o,. Only for c-values for which we can choose an o, < lo4 for which 
Re P has approached a constant (see figs. la and 2a), we get good results. This 
numerical problem is solved by assuming for w > w, the form 

(B-2) 

where a choice for (Y determines p and y through the continuity requirement 
for Re P and d(Re P)/dw at w,. Then the part of the integral (B.l), where 

W>%, is computed as 

m 

I do cos(ot)/3o -*‘2 = /3(271./f)1’2{C(9 - C((2W,t/7F)“2)} , (B.3) 
%l 

where C(n) is the cosine Fresnel integral 1231 and 

m cc 

I do cos(ot)yw -’ = y dx cos(x)x-1 = -y Ci(w,t) , (B-4) 
%I %’ 

with Ci(n) the cosine integral [23]. Both integrals are available in software 
libraries. 

The high frequency behavior determines the small t results, so for small t, o, 
must be chosen sufficiently large to yield results that are insensitive to w,. The 
remaining part of the integral is performed as follows. W(z) - P(0) is interpo- 
lated (cubic interpolation) on a mesh of points generated by a routine that is 
also used to produce figs. 1 and 2. Interpolation does not work very well on 
G-type of input. This is circumvented by applying it to the log of the function 
and exponentiating afterwards. Alternatively, one can divide by some elemen- 
tary function that is similar to the actual one. For E S 0 we use f(w) = 
(Yw’/( p + o)3’2. For E Z 0 we use f(w) = (YW /( p + ~)l’~. (Y and p follow from 
f’(0) = V’(O) and f(o,) = Y(w,,,). F or E B 0 this method also allows subtrac- 
tion techniques to compute the integral, because ]trn do cos wt[crw l( /3 + o)] 
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can be expressed in terms of sine and cosine Fresnel integrals. However, 
careful interpolation turns out to be more effective than subtraction. 

The integral 

% 

I dw cos(wt)g(o) 
0 

03.5) 

with g = Re W or g = Re !P - MO/( p + W) was evaluated using Filon’s method, 
as given by eq. (25.4.47) of ref. [23]. 
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